Unseen Midcentury Desert Modern

The book was found
Synopsis

In 2008, Daniel Chavkin began photographing some of the more discreet and off-the-beaten-path midcentury modern homes and buildings in the Palm Springs area. These included secret gems created by such famous modernist architects as William Cody and John Porter Clark, as well as others by relatively lesser-known designers. The result is this rich photographic collection of largely unseen examples of desert modern architecture. Many of the buildings shown herein are not easily accessible by, or in some cases completely off-limits to, the general public, so the photographs in this book may be the only opportunity for midcentury aficionados to ever see some of these buildings.
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Customer Reviews

Dan's photographs are stunning. His eye for capturing interesting points of view of the many modernist homes he photographed gives renewed appreciation of those architects' contribution.

Very nice book overall: Interesting selection of homes, beautiful photography very well presented, right amount of instructional text. A treat..

If you like mid century modern design, found some "must sees" in the desert in this book!

Great stories and buildings of Palm Springs California, beautiful photos.
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